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In the field of spectroscopy, a splicing correction is a pro-
cess by which two spectra captured with different sensors
in adjacent or overlapping electromagnetic spectrum ranges
are smoothly connected. In our study, we extend this con-
cept to the case of reflectance imaging spectroscopy in
the visible–near-infrared (VNIR) and short-wave infrared
(SWIR), accounting for additional sources of noise that
arise at the pixel level. The proposed approach exploits
the adaptive fitting of a logistic function to compute cor-
recting coefficients that harmonize the two spectral sets.
This short Letter addresses usage conditions and compares
results against the existing state of the art. © 2023 Optica
Publishing Group

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.478691

In recent years, many fields of research have experienced the
deployment of reflectance imaging spectroscopy (RIS), also
commonly known as hyperspectral imaging, often simultane-
ously combining the performances of imagers in the visible
(VIS), near-infrared (NIR), and short-wave-infrared (SWIR)
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [1–5]. Albeit two dif-
ferent spectral sensors may capture the same physical quantity,
namely spectral radiance, the reported values will hardly match
if compared at corresponding wavelengths. The difference in
response, which, on visual observation of two complementary
spectra, results in what has been defined in the literature as a
“radiometric jump," “stepped data," or “spectral discontinuity,"
arises from a variety of factors that have been extensively stud-
ied by manufacturers in the field of spectroscopy [6,7]. Hemmer
and Westphal [8] identified that a detector responsible for the
observation of visible light was largely affected by warm-up
time, causing spectral sensitivity drift. Hueni and Bialek [7]
modeled the behavior of a visible–near-infrared (VNIR) sensor
as a function of ambient temperature, while they found that
the response of the infrared detector was not affected. One
of the main reasons for the presence of discontinuities is the
decreasing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the extremities of the
sensitive regions of the semiconductor materials from which
the detectors are built: indeed, the absorption coefficients of the
most commonly used semiconductors rarely overlap [9], mak-
ing it hard to obtain a reliable combination of sensors in a wide
range of wavelengths. For example, silicon (Si), the most used
material to detect visible radiation, ends its operational range

at around 1000 nm [10]. Such materials as indium-gallium-
arsenide (InGaAs) and mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe)
are used to detect infrared radiation, but need to be accu-
rately designed (with an intrinsic concentration of elements)
and appropriately cooled to be able to sense radiation at about
1000 nm [11]. Another factor that possibly generates jumps is
the switch in bandwidth between two adjacent sensors, which
leads to a different amount of energy incoming on the detectors,
even for the same nominal wavelength.

Solutions to the problem of radiometric jumps are often
referred to in the spectroscopy literature as “splicing correction"
and include additive, multiplicative [12], and parabolic [13] cor-
rection routines. While the former two make use of a global
correction scalar or coefficient, the latter solution proposes a
wavelength-dependent coefficient to erase the radiometric jump
by matching one spectrum to the other. Hueni and Bialek [7]
state that multiplicative and additive corrections lead to the
introduction of more errors in the spectra, especially when
considering high-energy spectra, while the parabolic method
efficiently matches jumps up to a 6% difference, but struggles
to correct larger spectral discrepancies.

In VNIR–SWIR RIS, although observed [14], the problem has
not been deeply studied by the research community. In remote
sensing and airborne applications, the bands around 970 nm
are sometimes not processed, owing to the presence of a water
absorption band [15], while with the motivation of low SNR,
it is commonly accepted for laboratory applications to discard
such flawed spectral bands and conduct further steps of analysis
on disconnected or independent image datasets [1]. However,
there is a need to preserve as much as possible of the avail-
able information to enhance visualization methods and to be
able to highlight important spectral signatures in the interval of
wavelengths that could be lost. When an imaging application is
considered against a spectroscopy one, it is necessary to extend
the list of factors that generate spectral discrepancies at the pixel
level. First of all, the magnitude of the jumps is highly influenced
by the performances of image registration, especially in the case
in which the two images have different (x, y) dimensions and a
scale difference exists. In this case, despite the fact that sub-pixel
accuracy can be achieved, the perfect pixel correspondence is an
ideal condition. Moreover, reproducing the exact same relative
positioning of object–illumination–camera is a rather difficult
task when two separate imagers are deployed in an environment
that can be adjusted only manually, and spurious differences in
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Table 1. Technical Specifications of VNIR1800 and
SWIR384 Hyperspectral Imagers

Name VNIR SWIR

Sensor Si (CMOS) HgCdTe
Cooling NA 150 K
Spatial lines 1800 384
Spectral range [nm] 400–1000 1000–2500
FWHM [nm] 3.26 5.45

bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) [16] at
the pixel level may generate a small difference in response.

Okyay and Khan [17] adapt the parabolic correction (PAR)
routine to concatenate VNIR and SWIR hyperspectral images
of airborne sensing. In our previous attempt [18], global
coefficients were learned through the optimization of a joint
radiometric correction performed on standardized targets, but
the results could not correctly generalize in terms of spectral
variability and jump magnitude.

We propose a new adaptive splicing correction routine for
complementary hyperspectral images that share an overlap of
nominal wavelengths. Furthermore, we propose an evaluation
that compares the results obtained with the proposed solution
against the state of the art represented by the parabolic splicing
correction. In this specific case, we consider a laboratory use of
dual RIS in the VNIR and SWIR regions, deploying push-broom
hyperspectral imagers manufactured by Hyspex (NEO, Norway),
for which the main specifications are reported in Table 1. On
inspection of the data, it is noticeable that the spectral ranges
overlap in the region between 950 nm and 1000 nm, with 16 and
9 bands for VNIR and SWIR, respectively. The pre-processing of
the images includes radiometric calibration and co-registration,
adopting the methodology proposed by Conover et al. [19] and
following the guidelines highlighted in one of our previous
studies [20].

The laboratory conditions of the setup accentuate possible
differences in BRDF, owing to the manual positioning of the
illumination sources and the hyperspectral imagers. Thus, the
experimental setup (schematically reported in Fig. 1) must be
designed in a way that respects, as much as possible, the same
illumination geometry for the two imagers. This also implies that
the cameras are carefully aligned, both to maximize the overlap
of the fields of view and to reduce pixel-wise differences of
the BRDF. Furthermore, it will be necessary to calibrate the
scene radiance captured by the two cameras and move into an
illumination-independent space (absolute spectral reflectance),

Fig. 1. Acquisition setup of simultaneous push-broom
VNIR–SWIR RIS. The illumination geometry (45/0) is carefully
adjusted for both imagers; however, differences in SPD of the
individual light source may exist.

as there might be differences in the spectral power distribution
(SPD) of the deployed illumination sources as well.

Let F (x, y, λ) be a spectral image defined in the image
domain D with spatial coordinates (x, y) and spectral sam-
pling in correspondence of wavelengths λ ∈ Λ. Generally, Λ
is defined in [λmin, λmax], but in our specific case it is the
result of two separate image capture processes that generate
V (x, y, λv) with λv ∈ Λv, Λv = [400, 1000] nm and S (x, y, λs)

with λs ∈ Λs, Λs = [1000, 2500] nm. Therefore, there exists a
shared interval of wavelengths Λ′ = Λv ∩ Λs. Assuming that V
and S are spatially co-registered and equally sampled in Λ′, we
can define V′(λ′) and S′(λ′). We aim to find the transform T that
associates (dropping the spatial coordinates for readability):

F(λ) = T (V(λv), S(λs)) . (1)

For each image it is also possible to define the set of bands
that lie outside of the overlapping range as Λ′′

v = Λv \ Λ
′ and

Λ′′
s = Λs \ Λ

′, associated to the truncated spectral images V′′(λ′′
v )

and S′′(λ′′
s ).

The region in which V′ and S′ lie is where the radiometric
jumps take place. Because of the aforementioned noise sources
(different bandwidth, decreasing SNR, differences in BRDF,
and sub-pixel misregistration), we assume that neither of the
overlapping sets is a reliable estimate of the final spectrum. For
this reason, we decide that a possible correct position could be
the mean between V′ and S′, noticing that this observation can
be adjusted based on specific priors:

R =
1
2
(V′ + S′) . (2)

Then we can define correcting coefficients Φ′
v and Φ′

s for VNIR
and SWIR, valid in the overlapping region, such as

R = Φ′

vV′ = Φ′

sS′. (3)

When using the mean value as a reference for matching, the
correcting coefficients will be found symmetrically distributed
around 1. Ideally, the spliced spectrum should preserve the
shapes of the original spectra and also match their magnitude
values at some points away from the overlapping range. To do
so, the correcting coefficients should smoothly vary from the
values of Φ′

v and Φ′
s to 1. We achieve this by deploying a logis-

tic function. In such a distribution, three parameters must be
defined: the maximum value L, the slope k, and the center of the
distribution x0.

In this specific case, L is either the unity value or the coefficient
at the extreme of the overlapping range: φv ∈ Φ

′
v (first coefficient)

and φs ∈ Φ
′
s (last coefficient), while k and x0 are determined as

a function of the distance ∆r between V′ and S′:

∆r =

⌜⎷
1
N′

N′∑︂
i=1

(V′ − S′)
2, (4)

in which N′ is the number of bands in the overlapping range. In
typical VNIR–SWIR applications, the values of ∆r follow the
probability density function depicted in Fig. 2. Here, we can
observe that a value of 6% can already be considered very large.

The center of the logistic curve x0 is intrinsically linked to the
width of the spectral window that will experience the correction,
as it is the median value of the selected interval. Therefore, λ0 is
obtained indirectly from the modeling of the window width w.
To obtain smoothly connected spectra, it is desirable to have a
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Fig. 2. Typical relative spectral discrepancy histograms stem-
ming from three hyperspectral images.

steeper slope (higher k) and a low w (number of spectral bands
affected by the correction) when the value of ∆r is small, and
vice versa. The window width w is modeled as a logistic function
of the form:

wv =
N′′

v

1 + exp [−cv (∆r − x0v)]
,

ws =
N′′

s

1 + exp [−cs (∆r − x0s)]
,

(5)

in which N′′
v and N′′

s represent the number of bands inΛ′′
v andΛ′′

s ,
respectively. The parameters cv, cs, x0v, and x0s are learned by
fitting the logistic function to the logarithmically spaced values
of ∆r, in an interval that can be case-specific (in the case of
correction of a pair of spectra) or empirically learned from the∆r
distribution (in the case of images and large spectral libraries).
We can now define Λ′′′

v ⊂ Λ′′
v and Λ′′′

s ⊂ Λ′′
s as the subsets that

experience the splicing correction with a number of bands equal
to wv and ws, respectively. The central wavelengths λ0v and λ0s

are then the median values of such intervals.
The slope kv of the VNIR range can be found as the exponential

function:
kv = a · exp (b∆r) + y, (6)

in which the parameters a, b, and y are retrieved by fitting the
function to a linear vector decreasing from 1 to 0. We note here
that if the modeling is performed in the same way for the SWIR
counterpart, the normalization in [0,1] brings the fits of kv and
ks to match. However, we can use prior information to model
ks so that it generates a flatter logistic curve, since the affected
wavelength interval is larger:

ks = kv
N′′

v

N′′
s

. (7)

The correction coefficients inΛ′′
v andΛ′′

s can now be determined
as

ψv(λ
′′

v ) =
sgn(φv − φs)

1 + exp
[︁
−kv

(︁
λ′′

v − λ0v
)︁ ]︁ |φv − 1| + 1,

ψs(λ
′′

s ) =
sgn(φv − φs)

1 + exp
[︁
−ks

(︁
λ′′

s − λ0s
)︁ ]︁ |φs − 1| + φs.

(8)

The full, smoothly connected hyperspectral image is obtained
by concatenating along the spectral dimension (dropping the
λ-dependency for readability):

F =
[︁
V′′

· Ψv, R, S′′

· Ψs
]︁

. (9)

An example of splicing correction on measured spectra can be
found in Fig. S1 in Supplement 1.

The problem of spectral splicing has an infinite number of
solutions, as two spectra can be connected and modified in
infinite ways, but only a limited set of pertinent solutions.

Thus, the evaluation of the final spectrum and the validation
of the methodology can be tricky. To help the evaluation,
a Lambda1050 spectroradiometer (Perkin Elmer inc.) was
deployed to obtain a continuous ground truth measurement in
the interval 400–2500 nm. Such an instrument deploys two sen-
sors: a photomultiplier tube (PMT) for the range 400–860 nm
and an indium-gallium-arsenide (InGaAS) detector for the range
861–2500 nm. Therefore, the spectral region of interest of the
VNIR–SWIR splicing correction is included in a single sen-
sor (InGaAs) sensitivity range. A total of 175 samples coming
from a collection of oil-painted mockups [21] were measured.
Such samples possess a level of texture high enough to produce
slight differences in BRDF at the pixel level. In evaluating the
final result, two properties of the reconstructed spectra were
evaluated:

(1) Conformity with the spectral shape of the ground truth,
evaluated through the usage of spectral angle (SA) [22];

(2) Minimum intervention on the original spectra, measured by
means of the root mean square percentage error (RMSPE)
[23].

The rationale behind the choice of not considering a metric
that compares the absolute reflectance values of the ground
truth and the VNIR–SWIR spectra resides in the fact that the
spectroradiometer averages the measurement over an area, while
the highly textural samples possess a high degree of spectral
variability that makes the magnitude comparison meaningless
at the pixel level. Furthermore, the acquisition geometries of
hyperspectral capture and spectroscopy are different.

The proposed method [logistic correction (LOG)] is com-
pared against the existing state of the art of splicing correction
in spectroscopy. The PAR method was adapted following the
insight of Okyay and Khan [17] and correcting the last 60 bands
of the VNIR. The first VNIR wavelength to be corrected is then
785 nm, while the juncture point was selected in the middle of
the overlap area at 973 nm. Although discouraged from usage,
we also include the multiplicative correction (MUL) method,
computing the global coefficient as the ratio between the SWIR
and VNIR bands at 950 nm.

Since the selected correction methods affect a different num-
ber of bands, it is necessary to compare the evaluation metrics in
turn in the relative intervals of influence, as reported on the x axis
of Fig. 3. The results of SA between the spliced spectra and the
ground truth are, however, affected by the SA that exists between

Fig. 3. Mean values for (a) RMSPE, (b) SA, and (c) ∆SA in dif-
ferent intervals of affected spectral bands: LOG, logistic correction;
PAR, parabolic correction; and MUL multiplicative correction.

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.21713939
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Fig. 4. Behavior of selected correction methods in specific cases
of (a) spectral energy and (b), (c) spectral discrepancy. The overlaid
histograms (normalized for display purposes) illustrate the proba-
bility distributions of the events of spectral energy ρ and relative
spectral discrepancy ∆r%.

the original disconnected spectra and the ground truth. For this
reason, it was decided to analyze the difference of SA (∆SA), as
shown in Fig. 3(c). Figure 3(a) highlights how the MUL method
introduces a lot of unnecessary perturbations, while the PAR
and LOG methods achieve fairly similar results. From Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c) it is possible to notice that the proposed LOG method
produces more faithful spectral shapes consistently.

Figure 4 highlights the limitations of the MUL and PAR meth-
ods in some specific cases. When considering a global coefficient
for the whole spectrum, the relative magnitude perturbation that
is introduced is highly impacting when the energy of the spec-
trum is low, as Fig. 4(a) depicts. Conversely, the PAR method
shows a rapidly increasing perturbation in spectral shape as the
spectral discrepancy also increases [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)], con-
firming the previous observation of Hueni and Bialek [7]. The
proposed LOG method is proved to be more stable to such spe-
cific cases that have, anyway, a likely occurrence, as depicted by
the frequency histograms of spectral energy at the overlap and
relative spectral discrepancy.

In summary, we propose a new adaptive splicing correction
routine to smoothly connect hyperspectral images that present
spectral jumps in correspondence of adjacent spectral sensitivity
intervals. The correction is performed in absolute reflectance
space and it is adaptive in the sense that the amount of spectral
bands affected depends on the magnitude of the initial spectral
discrepancy. Advantages against the existing state of the art
include better stability in cases of larger spectral discrepancies,
which are more likely to occur in the case of imaging than in
point spectroscopy. The proposed method presents, however,
a few shortcomings in splicing specific spectral shapes, as we
highlight in Figures S2 and S3 in Supplement 1. Therefore, it

will be necessary in the future to extend the modeling of splicing
correction to account for different levels of spectral complexity.
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